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THE PHYSICAL CHARACTERS OF THE SANDAWE
By J. C. TREVOR
(From theDuckworth
Laboratory,
University
Museumof Archaeology
and Ethnology,
Cambridge)

INTRODUCTION

characters.t My original intention was to collect
skeletal remains, since only fourteenSandawe skulls
The Sandawe are a tribe, some 21,000 strong,
had ever been taken to Europe (Virchow, 1895;
inhabitingpart of the Kondoa Irangi District between
Ried, 1915) and these were clearly inadequate forthe
the Bubu and the Mpondwe Rivers in the Central
establishment of any far-reachingconclusions as to
Province of Tanganyika. Their approximate georacial affinities.Aftersome days of fruitlessexcavagraphical position is 50 30' S. and 35? 30' E., and the
tion, however,it became evident that such an object
area they occupy is included in what German authors
could not be achieved in the shorttime at my disposal
have called the abftusslosesGebietDeutsch-Ostafrikas
and that what remained of thiscould most profitably
(cf. Obst., 1915). They early came to the notice of
be applied to somatoscopyand somatometry. Thanks
Colonial explorers (Baumann, 1894; Werther,1898),
to the loan of instrumentsand other equipment from
and, by reason of the presence of clicks in their
Dr. L. S. B. Leakey in Nairobi, and to the facilities
language,whichhas connexionswithNama Hottentot,
accorded me by the administrative and tribal
they have since received a certainamount of attention
authorities,particularly Mr. G. D. Poppelwell, then
fromstudents of linguistics(Nigmann, 1909; TromDistrict Commissioner,Kondoa Irangi, and Mwanbetti, 1910; Dempwolff, 1916) as well as from
angwa Alphonse Inde, I succeeded in measuring a
administrators and missionaries (Bagshawe, 1924;
hundred adult male Sandawe, fifty adult male
Kimmenade, 1936).* No detailed ethnographical
Nyaturu (a neighbouringtribe of Bantu-speakers),
study of them has yet been undertaken,although the
and twenty-fiveadult male F1 crosses between the
writings of von Luschan (1898), Reche (1914),
two.: I furtherobtained the statures of twenty-five
Dempwolffand van de Kimmenade are important
Sandawe women, other observations on them being
in this respect. Linguistic evidence apart, many
made by my wife,who also did all the weighingand
who are personally acquainted with the tribe have
acted as recorder. The work was carried out at
commented on the comparatively light skin colour
Kwa Mtoro, the tribal headquarters, in the last
of its members, and, noting the occurrence of rockweek of July, and its accomplishmentis largely due
paintingsin their country (Kohl-Larsen, 1938, 1943),
to the hospitality and assistance rendered to us in
the veneration in which they hold the mantis, etc.,
have suggested a relationshipbetween them and the
remotelysituated Bushmen and Hottentots.
t I wish to recordmy gratitudeforgrantsof ?40 and ?10,
In July 1944, I was able to spend a short period of
made at the instance of ProfessorJ. H. Hutton, fromthe
leave frommy militaryduties in East Africa among Anthony
Wilkin Fund and the University Museum of
the Sandawe, and I devoted it to what was of Archaeology and Ethnology, Cambridge, respectively.
necessity a cursory investigation of their physical These sumswereexpendedon motortransportin Tanganyika,

whichwas essential for the speedy completion of the field
work, and on the collection of specimens illustratingthe
material culture of the Sandawe, now preserved in the
* Pere van de Kimmenade, C.S.Sp., now resident in Museum.
Kenya, has compiled a Sandawe dictionary, but another
I The Sandawe-Nyaturu sample will be discussed elseauthority,Pere Lemble, also of the Holy Ghost Fathers and where. Six male and seven femaleNyaturu were measured
still (as far as is known) working in Tanganyika, seems during Obst's expedition in 1911 (Ried, 1915), but never
never to have made available his intimateknowledgeof the previous to 1944, I believe, any living Sandawe of either
language.
sex,
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various ways by Mrs. M. L. Reiner, by the fathers
and sisters of the Passionist Mission at Kurio and
by Sandawe chiefs and elders.
Despite the hazards of such an undertakingamong
a people heedless of birthdays,an attempt was made
to estimate the age of each person examined, both by
visual appreciation and with referenceto the few
fixed points in recent local chronology, e.g., the
arrival at and departurefromKwa Mtoro of " Bwana
Ringe" (a German non-commissionedofficernamed
Linke) and the outbreak and end of the 1914-1918
war. In 1944 many of the younger men, Sandawe
and Nyaturu living in Usandawe, were either in the
armed forcesor had temporarilyleft the area to seek
employment elsewhere as a result of the famine of
the precedingtwo years. The means of the estimated
ages of the adult males, Sandawe 46*65 and
Nyaturu 47 90, are rather high when compared with
that of the Sandawe women, 28 *00; but no decrepit,
or forthat matterimmature,individual was included
in any of the series.
I owe the remarks on the traditional origin of the
Sandawe that follow to Alphonse Inde. They are a
resume of an account he gave to me in Swahili and
were corroboratedby Mahomadi Mketi and Clemens
Ndelima, who, like him, hold positions of responsibility in Usandawe.

half the tribe, which was smaller than it is now, left
Usandawe, neverto be heard ofagain. Those remaining
had their stock stolen by the Nyaturu and the Tatoga,
and they began once more to hunt and to collecthoney.
The famine'lasted seven years, in the course of which
some Sandawe became serfsto the Nyaturu. Others,at
the end of it, returnedto agriculture. There have been
three subsequent famines,the first,due to locusts, fifty
years ago, the second at the end of the 1914-1918 war,
and the thirdin 1942-43.
Over fiftySandawe clans (boyo)exist, some of which
take their names fromnearby hills. In the early days
there were not chiefs but only clan councils. The
Alagwa clan of Tatoga origin were rainmakers. The
Elewa were half Gogo. The Bisa are a Sandawe clan
speakinga language allied to Ngomvia. It is not certain
who made the rock-paintingsin Usandawe but " people
say the Portuguese."I

In addition to the male Nyaturu, the four series
described below are used for comparative purposes
in the present study:
Southern Bushmen (Dart, 1937b). Twenty adult
male and twenty-oneadult female /2auni-$khomani.
Measurements and a number of other observations
were made on these and on thirty-six immature
individuals by Professor Raymond A. Dart and
three assistants. In a previous
paper, Dart (1937a)
states that the /2auni- and 0khomani-speakers
" representthe relics of the Southern Bushmen once
spread fromthe Kalahari to the Cape, those generally
The Sandawe entered the country which they now acknowledged to be the purest of the Bushman
inhabit about a century ago, most of it being then type," and he adds that, as far as can be determined,
unoccupied. They came froma regioncalled Mambaka his total of seventy-seven" are the purest group of
in south-western
Usandawe near Ugogo, wherea fewstill
live. The original Sandawe were lighterin skin colour Bushmen now extant in the Union of South Africa."

than are thoseoftoday.* They wereat onetimehunters,
withoutstock or agriculture,but they collectedand ate
wild honeyas well as edible roots.
Some five hundred years ago they met Nyaturu and
Tatogat with cattle (humbu,a corruptionofthe Nyaturu
ng'ombe). These the Sandawe at firsttook to be wild
beasts and wished to hunt but did not do so when it was
seen that they were tended by humans. The Sandawe
were taught stock-keepingby the Nyaturu and the
Tatoga, fromwhom theyacquired cattle,sheepand goats
in exchangefortheirwomen. The bridewealthwas four
cattle (five in the case of a virgin) and eight sheep or
goats. A sheep or a goat was eaten at themarriagefeast.
The Nyaturu also instructedthe Sandawe in husbandry,
as the Tatoga were then purelypastoral.
About four hundred and fiftyyears ago, after the
Sandawe had almost abandoned hunting,there was a
severe famine,caused by failureof the rains. Perhaps

NorthernBushmen (Seiner, 1912; Lebzelter, 1931).
A composite series of adult male !khui (Kung).
Records of the weight, stature, sitting height, span
and skin colour of between thirty-threeand seventyfour males (as well as of eighteen females, whose
stature and skin colour alone will now be considered)
were obtained by Seiner, and those of the stature
and head measurements of fifty-eightmales of the
same tribe by Lebzelter.
Hottentots (Schultze, 1928). Seventy-four adult
males, all of whom, apart fromtwo Griquas, belong
to the Nama or Namaqua division of the Hottentots,
measured by Professor Leonhard Schultze (Schultze
Jena). Schultze also gives the mean and frequency
distribution for stature of twenty-eight female
Naman, twelve measured by himselfand sixteen by
"
"
* Shown a photographof a Bushman with peppercorn
hair, the informantdeclared that this was the ancestral other observers.
type. At present it is unpopular and when it occurs is
Dahomeans (Herskovits, 1937). Ninety-threeadult
often shaved off!
male subjects fromDahomey measured by Professor
t The Tatoga, Taturu or Mangati, who speak a Nandi Melville J. Herskovits, who furnishes means and
dialect, are among the southernmostNilo-Hamites. The

Sandawe still referto them as Taturu, but Tatoga is the
more correctname, Mangati or " enemies" being an opprobrious termapplied by the Masai.

+ In East Africa,many local miraculaare attributedto the
Portuguese,the firstEuropeans generallyknown there.
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standard deviations for metrical characters and for
percentages of skin pigmentation taken with the
colour-top.
To represent the " true " or Guinean Negro as
opposed to the " Khoisaniform" Bushmen and
Hottentots and the ostensibly Negroid " Zingian "
Nyaturu,* I have chosen the Dahomeanfrom several
available West African series, on account both of
its size and of my own experience of Herskovits's
skill as an anthropometrician. A complaint which
will recur explicitly or otherwise throughout this
study concerns the all-too-familiar difficulty of
trying to decide how measurements of different
observerswere taken (Mahalanobis, 1928; Tildesley,
1928, 1933).
NON-METRICAL FEATURESt

The Sandawe were reluctant to part with their
scalp hair, and only twenty-fivespecimens of this
(still to be examined microscopically) were secured.
Several instances of tufted hair approaching the

63

" peppercorn" condition were noted, but the fineness of the gradations between it and the more
common " fleecy" type did not encourage an attempt
to separate them. Of the males, eighteen Sandawe
and six Nyaturu had grey or greying scalp hair,
but none of the Sandawe women was in any way
grizzled. In regard to body hair, except for that
in the axillary and pubic regionswhere,even allowing
fordepilation,it is also scant, the Sandawe men were
extremelyglabrous. Only five of the hundred had a
" slight" development of this, as against eleven
with a "slight " and one with a " moderate "
amount among the fiftyNyaturu. The body hair
male Sandawe and thirtyof the remainingninety-five
eight Nyaturu was so sparse that it could be regarded
as virtually absent. Application of the x2 test to
these figuresgives x2 = 12 for one degree of freedom
(P <*001).
Thus the Nyaturu, though far from
hirsute,are significantlymore so than the Sandawe.
Unfortunately the familiar pigmentation scales
could not be procured in East Africa duringthe war,
and a makeshiftall-purpose one of ten grades, produced in the field with the aid of a box of ordinary
water-colourpaints, was used in their stead. Table I
shows the values forhair colour of the combinedmale
and female Sandawe and the male Nyaturu samples,
arrived at by standardizing the field scale with the
Fischer-Saller Haarfarbentafelafter the exclusion of

* To explain the classificationand nomenclatureemployed
here, it should be said that I agree with Gates (1944) in
dividingcontemporarymankind into fivemajor groups-for
which Australiform,Caucasiform, Khoisaniform,Mongoliformand Negriform
may be.suggestedas suitabledesignations
-but differfromhim in attributingsubspecificor varietal
rather.than specificrank to them. To quote Mayr (1949),
TABLE I. Hair ColoursofSandawe and Nyaturu
" the essence of the species concept is the non-interbreeding
of a populationwith otherpopulations,a phenomenonwhich
Fischer-Sailer
Sandawe
Nyaturu
can be tested only when such populations are in contact,"
e
+ V
Category
thispoint ofview beingimplicitin a previousstudyofhuman
crosses (Trevor, 1938). I am also in sympathywith some
recent mamnmalogists,
ornithologistsand ichthyologistsin
2 (5-.4%)
7 (6 5%)
W
regarding " race " as a lesser category than subspecies or
X
99 (92.5%)
34 (91*9%)
variety,a practice which Hubbs (1943) feelswill come to be
Y
1 (0.9%)
1
(2.7%)
widely adopted in vertebrate zoology. My "Negriform"
embraces the African Negroes and Negrillos, the Asiastic
37 (100.0%)
... 107 (99 .9%)
Totals ...
Negritosand the Oceanic pygmies,Papuans, Melanesiansand
Tasmanians. " Negroid " I use as a convenient adjective
for the various branches of the (African)Negro race, provisionallytermedCongolians,Guineans,Nilotes,Sudanians and grey and shaven individuals. There is no significant
Zingians. To avoid the equivocal " Bantu," " Zingian," difference
betweenthe two distributionsof hair colour
proposed by Wood (1868-70, I, p. 1) among others,corresfall
all the
While
ponds to the 8ou8-race 8ud-africatne-of Vallois (1944) and the

" South AfricanNegro " of the WitwatersrandSchool. The
restrictionofthe suffix"-oid " to thegrand'racesor varieties
as advocated by Montandon (1933) is unlikelyto be adhered
to consistentlyin practice, e.g., " Melanesioid." At present
thereis perhaps but one Khoisaniformrace, which,following
Schultze (1928), may be called " K(h)oisan," although this
word is currentlyapplied to Bushmen and Hottentots in a
linguisticand culturalas well as a physicalsense.
t I should like to acknowledge to the full the generous
advice and assistance given to me by this Journal'8Associate
Editor forPhysical Anthropology,MissMiriam L. Tildesley,
M.B.E., particularlyin suggestingthe treatmentof part of
the data discussedin the presentsection and in checkingand
revisingthe calculations in the next one.

thus classified.
nearly
subjects
withinthe categoriesW (black-brown)and X (black),
-itis of interestto note that the single Nyaturu with
the so-called " deepest blue-black " (Martin, 1929,
p. 34) value of Y was also unique in having wavy
rather than spiralled hair.
Standardization of the field scale with Felix von
Luschan's Hautfarbentafeldid not prove altogether
successful,but it may be taken that in the male and
female Sandawe, separate and combined, and the
male Nyaturu, the mode for skin colour, matched on
the unexposed surfaceofthe leftupper arm, was about
von Luschan 25. For a comparison of my results
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with those of investigators on the Bushmen, viz.,
Dart and Seiner, it seemed that the only practical
expedient was to considerthree broad classes of skin
colour, (i) yellowish- and reddish- to light-brown,
(ii) medium brown, and (iii) chocolate and darker
brown,the firstcomprisingvon Luschan 6 and 15-20,
the second von Luschan 21-25 and the third von
Luschan 26-32. This has been done in Table II.
If the x2 test is applied to the Sandawe and Nyaturu
TABLE

II.

Bushmen

Categories
6, 15-20
21-25
26-32

Totals

...

Skin Colours of Bushmen, Sandawe and Nyaturu
Southern

Von Luschan

41
20
16
...

immediatelybelow them in Table III. The Sandawe
and the Nyatuiu distributionsin this table not only
differto a marked degree fromthat of the Southern
Bushmen but also fromeach other (P > 01). In so
far as the distributions can be relied upon, they
indicate that the Sandawe have the lightest and the
Southern Bushmen the darkest eyes, the Nyaturu
eye colour, too, being appreciably lighter than the
Southern Bushman. It must be added, however,

(53.2%)
(26-0%)
(20-8%)

77 (100*0%)

Northern

Sandawe

Bushmen

+

5
(5.7%)
82 (93.2%)
1
(1-1%)

11
92
22

125 (100*0%)

88 (100*0%)

distributionsin the table x2 - 3*99 for P > 10,
showing no significant difference between them.
It is obvious, however, that both distributionsdiffer
significantlyfromthose of the two Bushman series,
as do these from each other. While the Northern
Bushmen are almost all medium brown,the Southern
Bushmen have both more of the dark and many
more of the lighter skins than they. The Sandawe
and the Nyaturu are less homogeneous than the
NorthernBushmen in that they include more darkskinned, and more homogeneous than the Southern
Bushmen in not also having a large proportion of
lighter-skinned,subjects.
The fieldscale, unsuitable as it seems at firstblush
for the recordingof eye colour, can neverthelessbe
used to obtain a fair approximation of the lightness
or darkness of the iris among the Sandawe and the
Nyaturu, since, with a single exception, this was
always brown. The exception was a male Sandawe
whose eyes were greenishand unlike any grade in the
fieldscale. The eyes of the otherindividualsexamined
fell into five divisions, the first of which may be
equated with Category 2 (deep dark brown), the
second and third with Category 3 (dark brown),
and the fourth aiid fifthwith Category 4 (brown)
of Rudolf Martin. There
of the Augenfarbentafel
were none in Martin's Category 1 (black-brown).
In order to compare the combined male and female
Sandawe and the male Nyaturu with the combined
male and female Southern Bushmen, the eye colours
of the few subjects in Dart's total series having
the intermediatevalues of Martin 1-2, 2-3, and 3-4
have been assigned, half to the " whole number"
categories immediately above and half to those

(8.8%)
(73.6%)
(17.6%)

III.

TABLE

Nyaturu
g

2
(4.0%)
33 (66.0%)
15 (30-0%)
50 (100*0%)

Eye Colours of SouthernBushmen, Sandawe
and Nyaturu

Category

Southern
Bushmen
+

Sandawe
+

Nyaturu

1
2
3
4

15 (19-7%)
26 (33 6%)
31 (41*4%)
4 (5*3%)

0 ( 0.0%)
15 (12d1%)
99 (79*8%)
10 (8*1%)

0 (0 0%)
16 (32.0%)
32 (64.0%)
2 (4*0%)

76 (100-0%)

124 (100-0%)

50 (100.0%)

Martin

Totals ...

that tests have shown the lack of consistencywith
whichclassificationby the Martinand othereye-colour
scales is repeated, even by the same observer and
still more by differentobservers (Grieve and Morant,
1946, and unpublished data from Tildesley). One
must therefore accept the above conclusions with
reserve. As for hair and skin colour, though these
presumably offerless scope for observational variability and bias, estimates of the latter have yet
to be obtained.
Since the " lobelessness" ofBushman and Hottentot
ears has often been commentedon, the frequencyof
this condition was noted for ninety-nine male
Sandawe and fiftyNyaturu, the ears of the hundredth
Sandawe man being so mutilated as to make exact
observation impossible. Nine Sandawe and eleven
Nyaturu had ears which lacked any definite lobe.
In twenty-one of the Sandawe and twelve of the
Nyaturu, the ear-lobes were " sessile " or attached
directlyto the base, and in sixty-nineof the Sandawe
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and twenty-sevenof the Nyaturu they hung free.
5*51 for two degrees
These distributionsgive x2
of freedom (P > 05). They cannot therefore be
considered significantlydifferent.
To sum up the evidence derived fromcomparisons
of non-metrical characters between the Sandawe
and the Nysturu samples, they exhibit no significant
differencesin hair colour, skin -colour and form of
in the amount
the ear-lobe,but theydiffersignificantly
of body hair and in eye colour as recorded by the
far fromperfectscale improvised in the field.
An attempt to determinethe incidence of certain
other traits generally associated with the Khoisan
(Schapera, 1930, pp. 58-9, 62) was made in the case
of the male and female Sandawe but not in that of
the Nyaturu. " Slight " steatopygia occurred in
thirteen of the hundred men and in twelve of the
twenty-five women. Seven of the women were
" moderately" and three " pronouncedly" steatopygous. The detumescent penis could be classified
as " diagonal " in six of the hundred male Sandawe
and as " pendulous " in the rest. There was no
suggestion of any horizontally-directedorgans such
as those of the four Northern Bushmen figuredby
Seiner (1912, p. 279). Hypertrophy of the labia
minora was not observed in the twenty-fiveSandawe
women examined.
-

METRICALFEATURES
In addition to the height of the Sandawe women,
the followingcharacters were measured on the male
subjects:
weight with the minimum of
KG (Kdrpergewicht),
alone.
loincloth
the
clothing,usually
KH (Korperhohe),stature to the vertex with the
head in the standard horizontal (tragion-orbitale)
plane.
SH (Sitzhdhe), sitting height to the vertex, the
subject being seated on a box 51 cm. high with the
knees flexed, the thighs perpendicular to the trunk
and the head in the standard horizontal plane.
SW (Spannweite), span with the anthropometer
held in frontof the subject.

L (Kopfldnge), maximum head length from the
glabella in the median sagittal plane.
B (Kopfbreite),maximum head breadth above the
level of the ears perpendicularto L.
B' (kleinsteStirnbreite),minimum frontal breadth
between the temporal crests.
maximum bizygomaticbreadth
J (Jochboyenbreite),

GH' (Gesichtshihe),facial height from the nasion
(the fronto-nasalsuturein so faras it can be palpated)
to the gnathion.
NH' (Nasenhohe), nasal height fromthe nasion to
the subnasale.
NB (Nasenbreite),nasal breadth between the most
lateral points on the alae.
OL' (Ohrlange),aural length from the superaurale
to the subaurale.*
OB' (Ohrbreite),aural breadth fromthe praeaurale
to the postaurale.
All linear measurementswere made by " contact,"
i.e., without pressure. Shortly after the start of the
investigation it was found necessary to abandon a
few other characters, including W (Unterkieferwinkelbreite)or bigonial breadth and OH (Ohrhohe)
or projective head height from the left tragion to
the apex, taken in the absence of B. K. Schultz'
parallelometerwith a Martin anthropometer,because
of the amount of repetition that would have been
required to determine them with any prospect of
accuracy in the limited time available. Apart from
von Pirquet's Pelidisi index (100 -/10 KG/SH),
which is used to assess nutritionalstatus, the indices
calculated are the " cormic" or relative sitting
height (100 SH/KH), relative span (100 SW/KH),
cephalic (100 B/L), facial (100 GH'yJ), nasal (100
NB/NH') and aural (100 OB'/OL').
For most metrical characters,the various series
considered in this study seem to be comparable,
but the mean facial and nasal heightsof the Southern
Bushmen and the Hottentots are so much less than
those of the Northern Bushmen, Sandawe, Nyaturu
and Dahomeans that it may be supposed that Dart
and Schultze measured them in a differentway from
Lebzelter, Herskovits and myself. Professor Dart
did not describe his technique in the paper he
published in 1937 but possibly employed what
Bunak (1941) has termed the " sellion," or the most
depressed part at the root of the nose, as his upper
terminal. This is the " nasion " of Topinard (1891)
and the British Association Committee (1908) and
still has several advocates (e.g., Speiser, 1928;
Buxton, Trevor and Blackwood, 1939). Professor
* The terminals of OL' and OB' are as defined in Martin's
text (1928, I, p. 190) and not as shown in the illustrations
accompanying it. I now prefer to take aural length as a
maximum without reference to the standard horizontal plane
and designate this OL. Aural breadth, OB, is the greatest
chord, perpendicular to OL, from_apoint on the line joining
th-etwo otobasia, to the posterior margin of the ear. On the
vexed question of technique in ear measurements see
Tildesley (1949).
E
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Schultze claimed that his facial and nasal heights
had been taken fromthe Stirn-Nasennaht,a statement
whichhe was kind enoughto confirmin a conversation
at Marburg in 1946. Nevertheless his values for
these characters would appear to agree more closely
with facial and nasal heights from the sellion (GH
and NH) than from the nasion (GH' and NH').
While, owing to the uncertaintyinvolved, it has been
reluctantly decided to omit them and the indices
of which they are components from the comparison
of means in so far as the Southern Bushmen and the
Hottentots are concerned, there is no equally substantial reason why they should not be included
in that of variabilities. For these four characters
the means in question and those at either end of the
ranges in Table V are:
Facial Height. Southern Bushmen 102-15 ? 1-46
(20), Hottentots 105 91 ? 0 76 (74), Northern
Bushmen 117-00 + 0-86 (58), Nyaturu 120-68 ?
0 93 (50).*
Nasal Height. Southern Bushmen 38-90 ? 0-80
(20), Hottentots41*91 ? 0 -42 (74), Dahomeans 50 a 63
0- 37 (93), NorthernBushmen 54 14 ? 0*47 (58).t
Facial Index. Southern Bushmen 76 61 ? 1 10
(20), Hottentots80 55 + 0 57 (74), Dahomeans 84 15
? 0 51 (93), NorthernBushmen 91*09 ? 0 64 (58).
Nasal Index. Southern Bushmen 109 27 ? 1*88
(20), Hottentots 100*15 ? 0*98 (74), NorthernBushmen F7300 ? 1 10 (58), Dahomeans 86 81 ? 0 87
(93).
The estimated standard deviations (S.D.s)t of
the male Sandawe and the Nyaturu are included with

othersin Table IV,? and it is evident frominspection
that they are of the same order as those usually
found in somatometricseries. The populations from
which the Tanganyika samples have been drawn may
thereforebe consideredto be quite homogeneousin the
accepted sense of that term.
The estimated variability of a particular character
in any one population may be compared with that in
any other by firstsquaring the estimated S.D. of the
character in each to obtain its variance (V). If the
larger V is then divided by the smaller,the quotientis
Professor R. A. Fisher's variance ratio (F), the
significanceof which at various levels may be tested
by consulting Table V in Fisher and Yates (1948).
The smaller the samples, the greateris the value of F
required to establish significance. F has been used
anthropologically in comparing the variabilities of
three African Negro cranial series,viz., Ashanti and
revised measurements of Benington's Gabunese and
Tetela (Trevor, 1949), and it may also be applied to
the present material.
Of the 147 comparisons made, twenty-sevenare
significantlydifferentat the 5 per cent. level, but
it is unlikely that all of them representa difference
in true variability, for two reasons. Firstly, there
are several variance estimates for each character
in the case of the populations considered. If the
parametric or true variances of a character were
equal for all the populations, and the greatest and
the least of the variance estimates were compared
by the F-test, one might expect that they would
appear to be significantly
different.The morevariance

* The figuresaftera + sign throughoutthisstudy denote
standard and not probable errors, the latter being less
convenient in practice and nowadays little used; unless
otherwisestated, the figuresin parentheses are the sample

mean is obtained by dividing the sum of observationsby n,
in the case of the S.D. the divisor (n - 1) representsthe
numberof " degrees of freedom"-here writtenq, following
Davies (1949)-or independent values in a sum of squares
from which a statisticcan be calculated. If the number of
observationsin a sample is large,of the orderof fiftyor more,
say, but certainlynot less than thirty,the use of n rather
than (n - 1) makes littleif any difference
to the value of the
estimated S.D., although division by (n - 1) is the more
correctprocedureand it is desirableto employit consistently.
? The standard deviations of the two Bushman and the
Hottentotseries are given forthe firsttime in this table. I
am indebted to Dr. C. Radhakrishna Rao of Calcutta,
formerlymy researchassistant, and to Mr. Gordon H. Luce
of Rangoon for calculating some of those of the Southern
Bushmen and of the Sandawe and the Nyaturu respectively,
as well as for other computational help; and to Mr. F. J.
Anscombeof the Statistical Laboratory,Cambridge,who has
generously answered many tedious queries regarding the
analysis of variance and general procedure in statistics.
Lebzelter does not furnishvariabilities in his paper on the
Northern Bushmen, and the values shown under that
heading in Table IV have been determined for Seiner's
material only.

sizes.

t Kitson (1931) gives the mean nasal heights to the base
of the spine for two pooled cranial series of male Bushmen
and Hottentots as 44 *2 (45) and 46 *O (26) respectively.
Analogous measurements on living Khoisan, when the
anatomicalnasion is used as a landmark,would be anticipated
to be greaterthan these. Unpublished male means for the
nasal heightto the leftnariale or lowestpoint on the inferior
margin of the pyriformaperture taken on crania in the
Universityof Cape Town by my colleague Mr. G. I. Jones
fromthe mean nasal heights
show correspondingdifferences
recordedby Dart and by Schultze,viz., Cape Coast (Southern)
Bushmen 47 5 (29) and Hottentots 48 6 (14).
+ The estimated S.D. may be defined as V{z(x(n -1)} wherex is the arithmeticmean ofa sample and x - x
the deviations of n observationsfromit. This statisticgives
the best estimate of the population S.D. (a), as does ,
viz., E x/n,of the population mean (,u),since the parameters
or quantities characterizingthe population fromwhich the
sample is drawn are usually unknown. While the arithmetic
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estimates available, the more likely is this to occur. be compared with that of the Southern Bushmen and
Secondly, even in a succession of completelyunrelated that of the Hottentots for but a single character,
judgments, the practice of regarding a difference stature, and with that of the Dahomeans for stature
between samples as indicative of a population and sitting height alone. None of these four ratios
differenceif it has no more than a 5 per cent. is significantat the 5 per cent. level. There remain
probability of occurringby chance, will lead to an for comparison the Sandawe and the Nyaturu.
incorrect conclusion once in twenty times.
The Northern Bushmen are significantly more
The above reasons, however, will not make as variable than the Nyaturu in sitting height (1 61);
many as twenty-seven judgments wrong out of than the Sandawe and the Nyaturu in cormic index
147, and an examination of them as a group will (1.97 and 2 39); and than the Sandawe and the
show where significancecan most reliablybe inferred. Nyaturu in relative span (1.80 and 1.76). For no
In the followinganalysis the values of the variance character are they less variable than the latter.
ratios are given in parentheses:
(iii) Comparison of the Hottentot, the Sandawe
(i) The Southern Bushmen are significantlymore and the Nyaturu variances yields seven significant
variable than the Sandawe, the Nyaturu and the ratios, and here honours are more evenly distributed.
Dahomeans in aural breadth (2. 45, 2*22 and 2 32); The Hottentots are significantly more variable
than the Sandawe and the Nyaturu in nasal index than the Sandawe in nasal index (2. 27) and than the
(2 72 and 2 *01); and than the Hottentots, the Nyaturu in facial height and nasal index (1.68 and
Sandawe and the Nyaturu in aural index (2. 01, 2*61 168); and they are significantlyless variable than
and 3 04). In no character for which the Southern the Nyaturu in head breadth and nasal breadth
Bushmen can be compared with any other of the six (2.03 and 171). The Sandawe are significantlyless
series is its variability significantlythe smaller.
variable than the Nyaturu in head breadth (1.65)
(ii) The variability of the Northern Bushmen can and significantly
morevariable in facial height (1 57).
TABLE

IV.

Character
Character
KG
KH
SH
SW
L
B
B'
J
GH'
NH'
NB
OL'
OB'
KG/SH
100 SH/KH
100 SW/KH
100 B/L
100 GH'/J
100 NB/NH'
100 OB'/OL'

EstimatedStandard Deviations of Male Khoisan and OtherPopulations*
0-

~Southern
Hottentots
Bushmen -Northern
Bushmen -Mean
-

I

5 41 (20)
__

6-17 (20)
5-48 (20)

4 78 (32)

6 32 (72)
3 92 (72)
6. 64 (69)

5.03 (20)

--4.38

5-32 (20)
5 08 (20)
3 81 (20)

2-59 (20)
4.42 (203
3 -58 (20)

-

2 -60 (20)
394 (20)
10 97 (20)
696

(20)

-

-

5 46 (50)

5.09 (100)

Dahomeans WeightedS.D.

5-45 (74)
3-92 (74)

6 25 (94)
5.01 (100)
4.34 (100)

6. 97 (47)
5-60 (50)
5-58 (50)

7 03 (93)
4.80 (93)

4.17 (74)
7.09 (74)
3.76 (74)

4.23 (100)
6-85 (100)
3-42 (100)

4.27 (50)
5.47 (50)
3 40 (50)

4-83 (93)
6-57 (93)
3.72 (93)

2 64 (74)
5'11 (74)
10 03 (74)
4 91 (73)

3-08 (50)

3-31 (100)

4 50 (50)

(100)

2 85 (100)
3*84 (56)
2 29 (56)

3.08 (50)
3.59 (35)
2 40 (35)

3. 63 (100)

3 -16 (50)

1-24 (100)
2.26 (94)

2 66 (100)
4-99 (100)

6*65 (100)
4 31 (56)

1.13 (50)
2.28 (47)

2- 82 (50)
4-71 (50)

7.75 (50)
4 00 (35)

5.14 [179]

-

6 39 (93)

5 85 (50)

2.36 (74)
3.77 (73)
2 61 (73)
1.74 (72)
3 03 (69)

Nyaturu

6 01 (100)

6 51 (73)

3 -91 (32)

100I10

Sandawe

6 20 [402]

3-48 [311]

3*49 (93)

6. 54 [207]
5.87 [332]
4-66 [332]

4 .49 [167]

4-47 [332]
6.55 [332]
3.60 [332]

3.28 (93)
4.49 (93)
2 35 (93)

2.90 [332]
4 07 [272]
2 -52 [272]

3 -56 [179]

1.40 [219]
2 -54 [207]

3 31 (93)

2.87 [332]
4 90 [240]

-

8-40 [240]
484
4
[180]

* The units are kilogrammesfor KG, centimetresfor KH, SH and SW, and millimetresfor the remainingabsolute
measurements. The number of observations,n, on which each estimated S.D. is based is shown in parentheses ( ). The
.numberof degreesof freedom,t, in the case of each mean weightedS.D. is shown in brackets [ ]. The charactersof which
the absolute and indicialvalues are givenin italicswereprobablymeasuredin a different
way fromthe rest. All measurements
,ofSeiner's subjects Nos. 17 and 73, who were deformedor diseased, and the measurementsforSW of his Nos. 33, 37 and 57,
who had sustained injuryto an arm or a middle fingerlikelyto affectthis character,have been omittedin calculatingthe
estimatedS.D.s of the NorthernBushmen and theirmeans in Table V. The S.D.s of the Dahomean samplegiven by Herskovits have been multipliedby /{n/(n-1)}, i.e., /(93/92),to obtain estimatesof the corresponding
populationvalues. The
estimatedS.D.s forKH ofthe variousfemaleseriesare SouthernBushmen 5 76 (21), NorthernBushmen5 80 (18), Hottentots
6 30 (28) and Sandawe 5 00 (25), the mean weightedS.D. being 5 73 [88].
ie 2
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(iv) The Dahomeans are significantlymore variable
than the Hottentots, the Sandawe and the Nyaturu
in head length (1 *66, 1 *97 and 1 57); than the
Hottentotsin nasal breadth (1 94) ; than the Nyaturu
and than the Hottentots
in aural length (1.56);
and the Sandawe in cephalic index (157 and 1.55).
Only for aural breadth does another series exceed
them in variability,this being the SouthernBushmen.
Clearly the data for the Southern Bushman, the
Northern Bushman and the Dahomean samples
represent populations of measurements the true
variances of which, taken as a whole, are greater
than those of the correspondingpopulations represented by the Hottentot, the Sandawe and the
Whatever the truth behind
Nyaturu samples.
this individual significantdifferenceor that, their
combined significancecannot be in doubt.
It is not difficultto suggest some explanations of
such a result, apart from the actual variability
existing in the physical characters of the Southern
and the NorthernBushmen, the Dahomeans, etc. The
average degree of relationship between the individuals composing a sample has some influence on
the variability of a character, and presumably
Herskovits's series of ninety-threeDahomeans did
not all belong to the same kind ofrestrictedinbreeding
group as did (withtwo exceptions) Schultze's seventyfour Hottentots, and my hundred Sandawe and
fiftyNyaturu. Again, the variability of metrical
characters depends both on the nature of the
character itself and on the precision with which it is
measured. Observational " errors" and bias are
subjects about which we are still much in the dark,
but the little work that has so far been done on them
shows how widely some observers differfrom others
in consistency of measurement-a factor that, for
any given degreeofinconsistency,affectsthe variation
of a smaller character, such as aural breadth, far
more than that of a larger. Aural breadth is the
only character for which the limited number of
available comparisonsofSouthernBushman, Northern
Bushman and Dahomean variabilities indicate a
significantdifferencebetween two of them. This
character is defined both inadequately and very
variously in differenttext-books (Tildesley, 1949),
and indeed with text and illustrationscontradicting
each other in Martin (1914 and 1928) and Hooton
(1946). Whetherthe aural breadthsofthe Dahomeans
and the Southern Bushmen were measured according
to the same definitionis uncertain; and in the case
of the Southern Bushmen, apparently measured by
four observers,differencesin observational bias may
easily have contributedto the greater variability of
the data. If it is legitimate,statistically,to use the
mean weighted value of the various standard devia-

tions of each character to findthe standard errorsof
the respective means, these irrelevantdifferenceswill
be ironed out.*
* [A furtherreason may be adduced forusing, if possible,
standard errorsbased on the mean weighted S.D.s. Among
the Northern Bushman means in Table V are included
Lebzelter's foreleven characters,ten of them not measured
by Seiner whose material furnishedthe available S.D.s for
this group. Though Lebzelter gave no S.D.s in the brief
paper fromwhich his means were taken, he did give values
for " + E (M)." This is the symbolused in the firstedition
of Martin's Lehrbuch(1914) for the probable error of the
mean, which has, of course, only to be divided by 67449
to give the correspondingstandard error. An examination
of the values given under the headings " + E (M) " and
" E " in Schebesta and Lebzelter (1933), where the symbols
are undefined but can be identifiedby analyzing afresh
Schebesta's individual measurements, showed, however,
that it was not the probable errorthat Lebzelter had in fact
calculated. He had followedthe recommendationgivenin the
second edition of the Lehrbuch(1928), calculating the mean
deviation instead of the standard deviation and reckoning
? (mean deviation x 1 25)/V/nas the standard error of
the mean. At the same timehe had alteredthe terminology,
changingits e forthe mean deviation into E, and its + m
into + E (M), that is, into the symbols used in the first
edition of the Lehrbuchnot for the standard, but for the
probable, error.
Identification being thus established, the question is
whether + (M.D. x 1 25)/V/ncan be regarded as a satisfactorysubstitutefor + S.D./!/n. It is true that, taken to
one place ofdecimals,the average value ofthe mean deviation
ofa sample in termsofits standarddeviation is *8, whatever
the size: forn = 31, forexample, it is 806 ; forn = 110,
But
*800; for n =- 401, *798 (Geary, 1936, Table III).
its variability is greater and its distribution-more skew.
(M.D. x 1 *25) is thereforea poorer estimate of the a of
the population (on whichstatisticaltheorybases the standard
error) than is the sample S.D., and still poorer of course
than the latter multiplied by V{n/(n - 1)}. Again, no
test has as yet been worked out for judging whether two
sample M.D.s differsignificantly,to correspond with the
F-test for comparingS.D.s. It is well thereforeif, for the
purpose of comparingLebzelter's NorthernBushman means
with thoso of the other racial grouipsin Table V, standard
errorsbased on the mean weightedS.D.s can be substituted
forthose he himselfcalculated.
the symbolsused by Lebzelter,
In the processofidentifying
threesets of measurementsrecordedby Schebesta on Central
African Pygmiesawereanalyzed afresh. The followingare
the estimated standard errorsof theirmeans, togetherwith
Lebzelter's correspondingvalues for + E (Mt:-

Values Obtainedfor Standard Errors of Means
JEf6 (n = 98)

Tildesley ...
Lebzelter

...

|

Bastua (n = 44),

Stature

Cephalic

Chest girth

+ *525

+ 276

+ *747

+ *51

+ *261

+ *70

These may now be put on record. M. L. T., Assoc. Ed.]
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TABLE

Character
KG
KH
SH
SW
L
B

B'
J

GH'
NH'
NB
OL'
OB'
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

10KG/SH
SH/KH
SW/KH
BIL
GH'/J
NB/NH'
OB'/OL'

155-82?+138

(20)

190*20 +?131
144 85 +?104
105-10+1-00
133-45?+100

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)

42* 17 +0* 65 (20)

57 *05 +?0 91 (20)
31b67?+056 (20)

76 -17 +0

64 (20)

-

55 79?+108

Means of Male Khoisan and OtherSeries*
Hottentots

rBushmen

Bushmen
|

TV.

(20)

40*41 +0-91

(32)

157-15+0654 (130)
80*06 +0 41 (72)
(69)
158*06_079
188-02 +0 77 (58)
(58)
138-88 +0*61
111-00+0-59
(58)
(58)
128-96?0*59
(58)
117*00+0*86
(58)
54*14 +0-47
(58)
38*72 +0*38
-

93*59 +063
50-99 +0d16
100-81 +0*31
74-97 +0-38
91*09+0-64
73*00 +1*10
-

(32)
(72)
(69)
(58)
(58)
(58)

-

162*42+0-73,(73)
192 *12 +0* 68 (74)
140.00 ?0 54 (74)
-

(74)

132.47+0-52

41 -66 +0- 34 (74)
55 -77 +0-48 (73)
32*86+0-29 (73)
-

72*92 +0 -33 (74)
-

59-08+0

57 (73)

Nyaturu

Sandawe
494

+0?-51 (100)

164*63+0-62
82 *75 +0* 35
173-07+0-67
188-70 ?0*59
141-77 ?*047
104-34+0-45
133-87?0-45
119-97?0*65
51*16 ?0-36
40-90 ?0*29
58*45 +0-54
33-32+0-34

(100)
(100)
(94)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)
(56)
(56)

95i-51 +0-36 (100)
50-27 +0*14 (100)
105-11 +0 -26 (94)
75-17 +0-29 (100)
8967 +0491(100)
80 -23 +? * 84 (100)
57- 16+0*65
(56)

52 22+0-73 (50)

(50)
165-44?0-88
83-44?0-49
(50)
(47)
174-19?0-95
190*40 +0-83 (50)
144-24 ?0*66 (50)
63 (50)
105-80?0
(50)
135.52?0-63
120.-68?0-93 (50)
51-04 ?0-51 (50)
42-14 +0-41 (50)
58-86 +0-69 (35)
33.69?+043
(35)
96 46 +0-50
50-43 +0-20
105 -38 +?0 37
75-78 +0-41
89*12?+069
82 -92 +?119
57-34+0-82

(50)
(50)
(47)
(50)
(50)
(50)
(35)

1

1
1

1
1

{

{
{
{

* The unitsare kilogrammesforKG, centimetresforKH, SH and SW and millimetres
forthe remainingabsolute measurements
observationson which each mean is based is shown in parentheses ). The standard errorshave been foundin all cases fromth
NorthernBushmen (!khu), viz., 157-7, has been pooled with
Lebzelter's mean for KH of his fifty-eight
S.D.s in Table IV.
seventy-twomembersof thesame tribe,156-6, to obtainthevalue givenabove. The indices in braces { } of Herskovits'sDahomeans
fromthe componentmeans and not fromindividual measurements. The means forKH of the various femaleseriesare SouthernBu
Their stan
1X25(21), NorthernBushmen 148X23+1-35 (18), Hottentots 149-70+1-08 (28) and Sandawe 157-16+1I15 (25).
been found fromthe mean weightedS.D. given in the footnoteto Table IV.
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betweenMeans of Male Khoisan and OtherSeries*
SignificantDifferences

TADBrzVI.

Character

;z)C

0~~~~~c

0
KG

0

NS

SH

2.69

-

- 338

-3 *66

-

-

NS

-

+ 0-54 ? 0-64 + 0-55
-

-

NS

Lb

NS

NS

+ 5.97+

B
B'

J
GH'

4-85?
3-08
? 1-21 ? 1-17 + 1-14
- 5*90
INS
? 1-16
INS
~~~+4-49 INS
+ 1*16

-

-

INS

-

-

+

NS

3*27 - 4-10
1-44 ? 1-03

INS

INS

-

-

NS

INS

7 -73

3*51
1-10 ? 0-79

-

+

-

NB
OL'
OB'

KGISH

3.45

INS

INS

INS

-

NS

INS

NS

-

NS

+ 0-75

1.78

-

- 1*65 - 202 - 2*5
+ 0.66 + 0-71 + 0-65

-

1.92

-

100 B/Lb

INS

1 00 GH'/J

-

100 NB/NH'

-7

-

--

-

- 287

-

-

-

+

-

4-430

? 3 -25
? 0*72

INS

INS

NS

NS
-

--

3-329

+

1 -22j

INS

INS
_

_

_

INS
INS
INS
? 0-90
1.77 - 4-24 - 6-55 - 2-4
? 0.72 + 0- 85 ? 0- 72 + 0- 8
NS
-

?

723

_

_

_

+ 0.7
NS

-

NS

INS

2-29 - 1*
+ 0-45 + 0.5

-

- 2-68 - 3 09 - 274
? 0*72 + 0- 84 ? 0-63
NS
INS - 0.96
? 0-39

INS

INS

NS

-

NS

-

INS

+ 1.97 +6-94

? 0*94 + 0-82
9 -92 -13

1-6

-

-

INS

1-41

-4'57

-

1-40 - 3-05 - 8-71
0-69 + 0-82 ? 0-69

NS

-81

? 1-38 ? 1-62 ? 1-40

INS
_

+ 3-42

+ 0-21 ? 0.26 ? 0-22

+ 2-05 + 0-40 ? 0-48
+ O-50 INS
INS

NS

-

-

0.56 +

0-72?+

-

-

+3.10?+3-51

? 0-73 ? 0-80

100 SHIKH--

-

+ 0.51 ? 0*48 ? 0.56 ? 0.48

-

100 SWIKH

-16-13

1*04 ? 1.24
2.38 - 5-45
INS
? 1.13 ? 0-98
2-89 - 5.36 - 7.67
? 0.77 ? 0-90 ? 0-78
+ 6-66?+5.20
+ 0.74 + 0*86
- 4-91l- 6-56 -12-22
+ 0.74 + 0*86 + 0*75
- 2.97 -3-68INS

+ 0-59 + 0-69 ? 0-60
2-94 - 2-18 - 3*42 - 5-23

-

+ 0.72
INS

-l01

+ 2-98

-

I+

?

+ 1-08 ? 1-27

NH'

100 OB'IOL'

0

-2 2 8
9
-l1181
?- 089
+1.04 ? 1.17
9 62 -13-05
-5.277.48 - 8.29 -11 -72 - 2.21 - 3 -02 - 6.45 -NS
6-660 - 8 81? 1*56 + 1- 5l + 1964 + I1952 ? 0- 91 ? 0- 82 ? 1*03 ? 0* 84 + 0. 96 + 1-14 + 0* 97

SW

100,%/10

0

--901

_

KH

0

2*25- 2-86- 2-93
+ 0.44 + 0-53 ? 0-45

-

INS

-

NS

-

NS

?1-92
+ 0 -86_

INS

INS
_

_ _

INS
_

_

forKG, centimnetres
*The units are kilogramrnmea
forKH, SH and SW and millimetresfor the remainingabsolute measurement

denote that a differenceis non-significant,
i.e., less than twice its estimiatedstandard error. Differencesshown in italics are not
and-a-halftimes their respective estimated staudard errors.
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twenty times.? Table VI gives the values of the
differences
of or above the level of significancebetween
all pairs of means that can be compared, together
with their standard'errors. In examiningthe way in
which the several series differamong themselves,
it is convenient to begin with those that are most
conspicuously distinguished from the others in the
matter of size.
Dahomeans. The Dahomeans are largest in the
majority of their recorded characters,the fewestand
least significantdifferencesoccurringbetween them
and the Nyaturu, who have tentativelybeen classed
as Negroids. The nasal height(NH') ofthe Dahomeans
is exceeded, however, by that of the Northern
Bushmen. They also differfromthis and the other
series in having not only absolutely, but also proportionately, broader noses (NB and 100 NB/NH')
and faces (J and 100 GH'/J). With theirtaller stature
(KH) goes a reduced cormic index (100 SH/KH),
indicating greater relative length of leg.
NorthernBushrnen. At the other end of the scale
are the Northern Bushmen, shorter in stature than
any but the Southern Bushmen fromwhom they do
not differsignificantly,and with a higher cormic
index than any other series for which this is available. They also have the smallest means for the
rest of the linear characters, apart from minimum
frontalbreadth (B') and nasal height (NH'), in both
of which they are the greatest of any.
Southernand NorthernBushmen. When comparing
the Southern Bushmen with other series, the fact
must be borne in mind that its twenty individuals
are too few to indicate the smaller population differences that largersamples could make apparent. Their
are judged in the lightof a larger
sampling differences
standard error, and must thereforebe larger to be
regardedas significant. In spite of this,the Southern
Bushmen are found to differ very significantly,
and in this case thereforevery considerably,fromthe
NorthernBushmen in fourof the six linear characters
recordedforboth,viz., theyhave greaterhead breadths
(B), bizygomatic breadths (J) and nasal breadths
This would still
(NB), and narrowerforeheads (B').
* The details of Bartlett's test forhomogeneitywould be be true if the mean weighted S.D.s on which the
out of place here, but it is clearly described in Statistical standard errors were based had been as large as
Methodsin Researchand Production: withSpecial Reference the largest estimated for a single series. Nor are the
to the Chemical Industry (Davies, 1949). Anthropologists characters in question those especially subject to
An " overall " test, due to ProfessorM. S. Bartlett
(1937), can be employed to see whether there is in
fact evidence that the standard deviations of single
characters are heterogeneous among themselves.*
The results of its application show that this is not so
for fourteen out of the twenty characters tested,
and that, as far as the exceptions are concerned
(head length, head breadth, cormic index, relative
span, nasal index and aural index), the degree of
heterogeneity appears to be quite low and most
unlikely to affectthe validity of the comparisons of
mean measurementswhich will follow and which are
based on standard errors estimated from the mean
weightedS.D.s given in the last column of Table IV.
Table V provides the means, together with their
estimated standard errors,of the metrical characters
of the male Sandawe and the Nyaturu and of the
series used for comparison with them, the female
means for KH being given in the footnote to it.
Where individual measurements of the comparative
material are furnished,the means have been recalculated fromthese to two places of decimals for the
sake of uniformity,
although one place would be quite
adequate. In terms of the divisions conventionally
employed in the anthropometryof the living, the
Sandawe and the Nyaturu are of medium height
(160*0-169*9 cm.), brachycormic(x -50 9),t dolichocephalic (x -76.9),
leptoprosopic (88 0-x)
and mesorrhine(70 *0 - 84 9). They differfromthe
Southern and Northern Bushmen, who are both
short (150* 0-159 *9), and fromthe Dahomeans, who
are just platyrrhine(85.0 - x).
A statistically simple but effective method of
comparing individual characters in the various
groups is to divide the differencebetween any two
means by its estimated standard error.: If d is the
differencebetween any pair of means the respective
standard errors of which are s8 and s2, then it may
be taken as significantwhen d/V(s8 + 822) = 2*0
or more, i.e., at this level such a differencewould
arise by chance, in either direction, about once in

whose mathematicalequipmentis as limitedas my own will,
I believe, findthis lucid and up-to-datemanual of corsiderable value to them, despite the seeming remoteness of its
? It is assumed here that the total numberof observations
title fromtheir subject.
" is not too
used in workingout such"I standardizeddifferences
t For the values of the cormic index see Vallois (1934, low; say, at least, thirty. If the number of observations
p. 119).
for both means combined is less than thirty,the figureof
+ The formulaforthestandard errorof a mean is S.D./Vn,
2 0O given above needs to be slightlyincreasedin accordance
where S.D. is the estimated standard deviation and n the with Table III of Fisher and Yates (1948) forthe distribunumber of observationson which the mean is based.
tion of t.
E 4
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of technique, the Sandawe. In head length(L), on the otherhand,
of measurementor-differences
difficulties
greaterthan the Sandawe and do
with the exception of B' which has sometimes pro- they are significantly
not differsignificantlyfrom the Nyaturu. As has
duced appreciable divergencesin observational bias.
In studying Table VI for light on the respective been already noted, the Nyaturu series is nearer than
resemblanceof Southern and ofNorthernBushmen to any other to the Dahomean, which is the largest in
the Hottentots, the Sandawe and the Nyaturu, the majority of its recorded dimensions.
one must again remind oneself that the Southern
Comparison of the Sandawe with the Nyaturu
Bushman sample would be less capable of indicating means shows that in only fourof the thirteenabsolute
than the much largerNorthern measurements-weight (KG), head breadth (B),
population differences
Bushman sample. It is only where the Southern bizygomatic breadth (J) and nasal breadth (NB)Bushmen offerpositive evidence of differingfrom are there significantdifferencesbetween them, and
one of the other populations that inferencesmay be for each of these four the Sandawe means are rather
drawn.
smaller. There is no significantdifferencebetween
In regard to the Hottentots, both Southern and any of the seven indices calculated. These results
Northern Bushmen differ significantlyfrom these are hardly surprisingwhen it is realized that the two
in one of the major head diameters, the Southern Tanganyika tribes have lived in adjacent areas, and
Bushman head being broader (B) than the Hottentot to a certain extent intermarried,for several generaand the Northern Bushman head shorter (L), with tions.* Such is the picture that emerges from a
the result that both Southern and NorthernBushmen
have a highercephalic index. The SouthernBushmen
* In a suggestivepaper on Indonesian influences,physical
and the Hottentots alike differfrom the Northern
and
cultural, in East Africa,A. T. and G. M. Cuiwick (1936,
Bushmen, however, in having broader faces (J) and p. 61)
state that, while living in the Singida District of
noses (NB).
Central Tanganyika, inhabited mainly by Nyaturu, they
The Southern Bushmen, the Sandawe and the were struckby " the occurrenceof olive or very light brown
Nyaturu have three characters in which they all skins among the Wanyaturu, the Waniramba and the
differfromthe Northern Bushmen-broader faces (J) Wanisanzu, togetherwith cases of cheek-bonesand slanting
eyes reminiscentof Asia, and a peculiar depressed sort of
and noses (NB) and also narrower foreheads (B'). nose." In the course of some threeyears' interruptedresidThe Sandawe head breadth (B) is intermediatebetween dence in the Northernand CentralProvincesof the Territory
the Sputhern and the Northern Bushman, being between 1919-and 1929, I noticed that several membersof
significantlyless than the formerand larger than the the Nyiramba and other Bantu-speaking tribes possessed
similartraits,which I should attributeto admixturewith a
latter.
Khoisaniform element rather than to an Asiatic source.
On the whole, for the characters compared, the As will be seen, the Nyaturu data appear to bear out such
Southern Bushmen differ less than the Northern a supposition. This, however, is no new news. Haddon
Bushmen fromthe remainingseries. Dart has been (1905, p. 514) and Schapera (1930, p. 28) have drawn attento it and both remarkthat the Bushmen may once have
quoted above as saying that the Southern Bushmen tion
extended " even to the confinesof Abyssinia." As regards
are " generallyacknowledged to be the purest of the possible cultural indications of the former presence of
Bushman type," but such positive evidence as is Khoisan peoples in that country,a numberof Bushman-like
yielded by his sample of twenty suggests that it is rock-paintingswere discovered by Mr. Bernard Fagg near
the Northern Bushmen that are the more differ- Diredawa in the course of the war, and on 29 March
1943 I came across betweenfortyand fiftysimilarrepresentaentiated fromthe other populations under considera- tions
of animals and about half-a-dozenof human beings
tion. At the same time, attention must be drawn to at a spot named Nolle Shakasharifa,which is 2,040 metres
the fact that Lebzelter's Northern Bushmen display above sea-level and lies some 10 kilometresnorth-eastof
some peculiar mean values, notably forB' (per se and Harar. These were photographed by Captain K. R. W.
Embassy, Rio de Janeiro),
in relation to B), J and NB, which may cast doubt Ker, The Buffs (now of H.B.M.
who accompanied me on the trip together with Captain
on the comparability of his technique with that of GeorgeHartman, IntelligenceCorps, Ato Wolde Emmanuel
other observers. In such a case, Dart's series, small (a government official from Harar), Ahmed Ali Shamar
as it is, would represent the head measurements of (an old Harari with some knowledge of geology, our guide)
Bushmen better than the larger one of Lebzelter. and Basha Ahmed Shami (his son, also of Harar). A
local Galla declared that the paintings went back beyond
The stature, sittingheight and span of the Northern living
memoryand were attributedto the time of Harla, a
Bushmen are not, of course,in question.
legendaryking. Unfortunately,Captain Ker's camera, still

Sandaweand Nyaturu. Comparedwith loaded with the filmhe had exposed, was stolen a few days
Hottentots,

the Sandawe and the Nyaturu, the Hottentots
are significantlyshorter (KH), have narrowerheads
(B), a lower cephalic index (100 B/L), narrower
faces (J) and shorterears (OL'), though in all these
respectsthey differmore fromthe Nyaturu than from

later, and no details of the subjects of the paintings are
thereforeavailable. I understandthat Mr. Fagg intendsto
describehis Diredawa finds,and the factsrelatingto those
at Nolle are placed on-recordin the hope that futureinvestigators in the Harar region may be able to examine them
morethoroughlythan I had thegood fortuneor leisureto do.
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comparison of the available single characters of the
six populations under review.
APPLICATION

OF MAHALANOBIS'S
DISTANCE STATISTIC

GENERALIZED

While the means of single characters may be
usefully compared by the above method, anthropologists have often felt the need for a measure of
group resemblance or divergence based on several
characters. A number of attempts to devise such a
statistic have been made, and one of the most extensively used in craniometric investigations is the
Pearsonian Coefficientof Racial Likeness (C.R.L.),
which has also been applied to studies of the living
by Hasluck and Morant (1929), von Bonin (1930),
Mahalanobis (1930), Guha (1935) and Morant (1936).
As Karl Pearson (1926) himselfpointed out, however,
a defect in the C.R.L. is that it takes no account of
the intercorrelationsof the characters, so that in
between correspondingmeans
squaring the differences
(expressed in termsof the S.D. of the character) and
adding these togetheras independentvalues, erroris
intrQduced. The results have thereforeto be treated
as approximate and interpretedwith caution. But,
used in the light of experience and judged by the
criterionofreasonableness,C.R.L. values have proved
themselves useful, if not perfect,forthe assessment
of relationships,especially if these are close.
The. Generalized Distance Statistic (D2), since
devised by Professor P. C. Mahalanobis (1936), provides a more precise instrumentfor the purpose. It
has recently been employed in a comparison of
twenty-two Indian castes and tribes (Mahalanobis,
Majumdar and Rao, 1949), and is now applied to the
data of the present study. I am gratefulto Dr. Rao
for undertaking the computations it entails and for
initiatingme into its use, as I am forpersonal advice
regardingD2 fromProfessorMahalanobis.
D2 differsfromthe C.R.L. in that (i) the characters
are the same for all series compared, (ii) their intercorrelations are taken into account, (iii) it is independent of the sizes of the samples, and (iv) indices
VII.

TABLE

Character

KH
L
B

J
GH'

NH'

NB

-

*2580

*0409

*1844
*3155

*1091
-*2025

Correlationsof CharactersMeasured on Male Sandawe*
L

KH

may be omitted since the ratios between any pair of
characters are inherentin the correlationcoefficients.
It furtherassumes that the populations represented
in the samples it compares have c common dispersion
matrices " (Rao, 1948, p. 180), that is, that the
standard deviations of the characters used are the
same in each of the populations; that the coefficients
of correlationbetween the charactersare also sensibly
equivalent; and that the characters are normally
distributed. While these are the theoreticalassumptions,in practiceit is enoughifthey are approximately
correct,as they oftenmay be. If so, what is needed
is to get as close estimates as possible of the standard
deviations and correlations common to the populations compared. These may be obtained either from
a very long series, or from pooled estimates of a
number of shorterseries. In the case of the Indian
castes and tribes referredto, they are the pooled
estimates derived from twenty-two samples which
comprised,in all, 4,000 individuals.
In the present instance correlation coefficients
were unobtainable for all the series compared, as
the individual measurementswere not given for the
Dahomeans nor for the NorthernBushmen measured
by Lebzelter. Those used were thereforefound from
the largest sample, the Sandawe. Seven of its characters have been correlated inter se, and the resultant
values of the coefficient(r) are shown in Table VII.
(As it was later decided, for reasons already stated,
that both GH' and NH' in two of the series were
probably taken by a technique which rendered them
non-comparable with the others, these characters
were omitted fromthe calculation of D2.)
The number of observations for each character
being 100 and the number of degrees of freedomforr
thereforeninety-eight,values of either sign less than
*23 are non-significant(Davies, 1949, Table E)twelve out of twenty-onein Table VII-and higher
values will be correct only within a corresponding
margin of error. Table VIII gives, for comparison,
coefficientsfor the same or analogous characters
of Schultze's male-Hottentots, which my friendand

B

*0409
*2612

*2580
-

*2612

*3965
*2357
*2716

*1437

-*5327

*1844
*3965

*5327
*0976

_
*2705

-*0610

*0292

- *0033
-

J
|

*1751

* The numberof observationsis 100 forall pairs.
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GH'

NH'

*3155
*2357

*1091
*2716

*0976

*2705

-*5781
*5781

*1731

- *0033

*1751

*1773

NB
-*2025

*1437

-

*0610

*0292
*1731
*1773
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TABLE

Character

VIII.

KH

KH
L
B
J
GH
NH
NB

-

*3096
*0269
*1933
*2172
*2411
*0045
*

Correlationsof CharactersMeasuredon Male Hottentots*
L

J

B

*3096

*0269

*1631
*4501
*1944
*1850
*2583

*2266
*5413
*0167
*0371

-*1631

-*2266

*1933
*4501

D

-*2615

*2615

v3666

*2316

GH

NH

2172
*1944
*5413

*2411
*1850
*0167
*3666
6204
_
J1621

-

*6204
10057

NB
1

*0045
*2583
*0371
*2316
.0057
*1621

The numberof observationsis 73 forall pairs involvingKH and 74 forthe rest.

formerpupil Dr. R. K. Mukherjee has been good the means of individuals characters as well as by
enough to work out. Since, in this case, the numbers linguistic and other evidence, and the overall picture
of degrees of freedom are seventy-one and seventy- they present may be suggestive of the pattern of
two, the limit beyond which the coefficientsare relationships which links the six populations. The
significantis *27, and only fiveout of the twenty-one application of D2 to this material will also serve to
coefficientsexceed it.
illustrate the use of the most promising analytical
The two sets were submittedto Mr. D. V. Lindley, instrumentyet designed for the measurement ofthe
University Demonstrator in Statistics, Cambridge, "distances'" between populations where adequate
who kindly informsme that the differencesbetween data are available.
them, as well as those between their sample standard
Since means are available from all the series
deviations, are not significantof population differ- compared for five characters alone, it is on the comences. It is obvious, however, that the two sets of bined evidence of stature (KH), head length (L), head
sample estimates themselves differvery considerably, breadth (B), bizygomatic breadth (J) and nasal
as is indeed only to be expected when values of up to breadth (NB) that D2 must rest. A worse selection
23 and *27, respectively, could easily be obtained of characters could have been made, though some
by chance fromsamples of the given sizes drawn from part at any rate of the considerable differencesin
a population in which r= 0.
mean stature may be due to Nurture rather than
The standard deviations used in calculating D2 Nature. Each characterin addition to these, in so far
have also been derived from the Sandawe data and as it exhibited differentiationand was not highly
are those of the sample itself,viz., KH 5 *98, L 4 99, correlatedwithany otherused, would have contributed
B 4 32, J 4 *20 and NB 2 *83.t They are slightly- to the assessment of distance; but each increment
between *02 and .04-less
than the estimates of would have multiplied the amount of arithmetic
the Sandawe parameters given in Table IV, but the until, with ten, a limit would have been reached
differenceis negligible. More important is the fact beyond which it was clearly impracticable to go.
that a standard deviation estimated froma sample of On this question Rao (1948, p. 201) offers the
100 has a standard errorof 7 per cent.
followingcomment:
It is evident that both the r's and the S.D.s
" The numberof characters... depends on the nature of
employed here, especially the former,fall short of the groups compared. For anthropological classification
being reliable estimates of the correlationcoefficients about ten well chosen characters may be sufficientif the
belongto a compact geographicalregion. If a number
and standard deviations which the six populations groups
of groups living under differentenvironmentalconditions
sampled are presumed to have in common. The are considered, the procedure would be to obtain firsta
values of D2 to which they contribute can therefore broad classificationbased on a small number of characters
pretendto no high degree of accuracy either. To some and then use possibly differentpanels of charactersto disextent it will be possible to check them by the more tinguish the groups classed alike by the above method.
If, for instance, the ethnic composition of a country like
limited conclusions drawn from the comparison of India is to be studied, one might use the four characters,
t The values of the Sandawe sample standard deviations
for two charactersnot so used but appearing in Table VII
are GH' 6-81 and NH' 3 40. Those for correspondingor
analogous charactersof the Hottentot sample given in Table
VIII, with which all seven Sandawe S.D.s were compared,
are KH 6-47, L 5-41, B 3-89, J 4-14, GH 7 04, NH 3-74
and NVB2 a34.

stature, sitting height, head length and head breadth to
obtain a broad classificationinto clusters and then use a
panel of about 10 characters for studying the relative
positions within a cluster."

The firststep in calculating the values of D2 is to
express the means in terms of standard deviation
units, and the characters when thus treated may be
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TABLE

IX.

Mean Values in StandardDeviation UnitsofMale Khoisan and OtherSeries

Series
Southern Bushmen
NorthernBushmen
Hottentots
...
Sandawe
...
Nyaturu ...
...
Dahomeans
...

...

...
...
...
...

75

...

...

...
...
...
.

...

...

...
...
...

...

...

...
...
...

kh

1

b

j

nb

26-0568
26*2792
27 d1605
27 -5301
27 -6655
28 -2391

38-1162
37 6793
38 -5010
37* 8156
38 -1563
38* 7715

33 5300
32*1481
32 -4073
32* 8171
33*3888
33* 9235

31-7738
30*7047
31 5404
31*8738
32* 2666
33* 6142

14*9011
13*6820
14 7209
14*4523
14 8905
15-5300

denoted by writingtheir symbols in lower-case type,
as has been done in Table IX.
If the characters selected were uncorrelated,then
the D2 between any two series would be the sum of
the squares of the differencesof their means in
standard deviation units. Since, however,they have
manifestassociations with one another, an aggregate
distance has to be determined by ascertainingthat
part of the differencein mean values, expressed as
before, which is played by each character independently of the differencesin the others.
Thus the square of the distance between two series
in regard to stature (KH) is
(kh,kh2-)2
where kh1and kh2are the means in termsof standard
deviation units for the first and the second series
respectively; but if head length (L) is now added,
the differencebetween 11and 12 independentof that
between kh1and kh2requires evaluation.
Given the kh of a series for which the correlation
coefficientsin Table VII are valid, the magnitude
of its 1 independent of kh is
Y2* = I-* 2580 kh
2580 being the coefficientof correlationbetweenKH
2580
and L. Y2 has 1 *933436 as its variance
and *966145 as its standard deviation.
If 8 denotes the differencebetween the values
of Y2 for the two series, then the additional contribution made by head length to their distance apart
is
32/. 933436,
and the distance representedby both KH and L is
(kh1 kh2)2+ (82/.933436).
Similarly, with the addition of each successive
character,only that portionof the differencewhich is
independent of the characters already considered

needs to be evaluated for D2. The order in which
the characters are taken is immaterial.
Given the values of r in Table VII, the functions,
for KH, L, B, J, NB, NH' and GH' taken in this
order are:

Y1,= kh
Y2= 1- *2580kh
Y3

=

Y4

=

(standard deviation of Y2

b- *268522 Y2-

*966145)

0409 Y1

(standard deviation of Y3 -= *964895)
j - *463430 Y3373807 Y2 1844 YI
(standard deviation of Y4
* 797253)
Y5 = nb 066251 Y4 + *113137 Y3 - 209918 Y2
+ *2025 YI
(stana,rd deviation of YI5 = *950344)
Y6 = nh' - *147879Y5 - 153285Y4 + *078552 Y3
- *260813 Y2 1091 Y
(standard deviation of Y6
940304)
Y7
gh' - *516349 Y6- '222084 Y5 - *211754 Y4
*046468 Y3 159708 Y2 3155 YI
(standard deviation of Y7
751787).
The additional functions Y6 and Y7, involving
nasal height and facial height, although unnecessary
for the present purpose, are given for possible future
use with the Sandawe correlationmatrix. The means.
-

of kh,1,b,j, nb, nh' and gh' havingbeen determined

for any series for which this matrix is appropriate,
the values of Y1... Y7 can be obtained by substituting
them in the above formulae.
The values of Y1 . . . Y5 for the six series under
consideration,expressed in their standard deviation
units, are representedby Yi ... y5 in Table X.
The D2 between two of them is the sum of the
squares of the differencesin the values of Yi' Y2' . .
and all possible Generalized Distances so found are
shown in Table XI. Each of these is statistically
significant.t

* The symbols Y1 ( = kh), Y2, Y3, etc., stand for" transformed characters," which are linear functions of the
observed characters and are mutually uncorrelated. The
t The significancemay be tested by enteringthe value of
method of calculating transformedcharacters is shown in D2 multipliedby the productof the sample sizes and divided
by theirsum in a x2table forfivedegreesof freedom.
Mahalanobis, Majumdar and Rao (1949, Appendix 5).
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Charactersin Standard Deviation Units of Male Khoigan and OtherSeries
Tran8formed

TABLE X.
Series

.
...
Southern BUshmen
...
Northern Bushmen
*
...
Hottentots
...
...
...
Sandawe
...
...
...
Nyaturu
...
...
Dahomeans

TABLE XI.

...
...
...

.
...
...
...
...

26 0568
26 2792
27 1605
27*5301
27 6655
28 2391

1

Bushmen
I

...

...

...

...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

32 4936
31 9820
32 5971
31 7890
32-1055
32 5891

Northern

Southern

Bushmen
...
...
...
...
...
...

Y4

Y5

24 9088
23-6048
23 6706
23*2534
24 7986
25 1985

5 1370
4 7078
5 *2372
5-5881
5-6207
6 7350

16 8733
15 6211
16 7489
16-7691
17 2482
17-9240

Value8 of D2 betweenMale Khoi8an and Other Serie8

Series
Southern Bushmen
Northern Bushmen
...
Hottentots
...
Sandawe...
...
...
Nyaturu
Dahomeans

Y3

Y2

SandaWe
S

Nyaturu
N

DahOmeanS

2-79
2-71

3A12
3-82
109

3412
6*84
2*09
2-78

8-51
16-*16
7 *12
7*57
2*42

Ii

3 76
3-76
2*79
3412
3*12
8-51

HOttentOtS
H
1

-

2*71
3 82
6*84
16-16

The least distance occurs between the Sandawe and
the Nama Hottentots; further,the respective D2
values between each of these and the other four
groupsare ofthe same order. The linguisticevidence,
which 'suggests,but can never prove, kinship, thus
receives support from the physical evidence. After
the Hottentots,it is the Nyaturu who come nearest to
the Sandawe, a fact hardly surprisingin view of the
intermarriagepresumed to have taken place between
the two contiguous tribes. The Hottentots occupy
a central position among the five South and East
African series, being closer to the Southern and the
Northern Bushmen, the Sandawe and the Nyaturu
than any one of them is to any other. If allowance is
made forthe aberrantmean values of some of the head
measurements of the Northern Bushmen already
mentioned,there seems to be a strong Khoisaniform
elementin the Nyaturu; yet the last have the lowest
D2 of all with the Dahomeans, who are otherwise
sensibly removed fromthe remainingpopulations-a

1
1109
2*09
77-12

2*78
757

2-42

conclusionperhaps to be expected on a priori grounds.
The evidence synthesized by D2 is clearly to the
effectthat the Hottentots and the Sandawe are of the
same stock and do not merely possess affinitiesin
language; that the traditions of the Sandawe concerningtheir contacts with the neighbouringNyaturu
are confirmedby the degree of the physical resemblance between them; and that the Bantu-speaking
Nyaturu and the distant Dahomeans received their
racial make-up partly fromthe same source. In all,
D2 does not contradict but confirmsand extends the
inferencesmade froma considerationofthe differences
between single characters,and forthose characterson
which it is based it synthesizesthe evidence as individual comparisons could not do, while the latter
give the nature of the differences
whichD2 synthesizes.
Together they make -it possible to place, with some
confidence, among the Khoisan, or at least the
Khoisaniforms,the Sandawe whose physical characters are the prime object of this study.
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